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Abstract. In Cooper, part of the student support will be provided by a Question 

Answering application in the form of a webservice. Question Answering allows 

a user to use the content of project document as input to find related documents 

as well as related experts. Latent Semantic Analysis as an underlying technique 

is briefly discussed followed by a description of our Latent Semantic Analysis 

engine and the software architecture that was developed. Issues for further 

development are also mentioned. The final section contains a specific case 

study of an environment in which an implementation is planned.  
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1   Introduction 

The Cooper platform aims to support teams of students who work on complex 

problems in a Virtual Company educational scenario [1, 2] and will consist of several 

elements that support students’ performance including tools for information retrieval. 

Question Answering (QA) is one of these elements. This paper will (1) discuss what 

we mean by Question Answering and why we want to use it; (2) show how Latent 

Semantic Analysis (LSA) is used as a basis for QA and present a modular built engine 

for complete LSA analysis; (3) demonstrate the preliminary version of the engine and 

(4) describe our plan for the near future to integrate the LSA engine at the Advanced 

Learning and Research Institute. 

1.1   Why Question Answering? 

In a Virtual Company educational scenario students run projects that consist of 

several phases [2]. Students will be active during the project start phase, the project 

work phase and the final phase in which results are delivered. Each phase includes 

several ‘standard’ activities that will be performed by all students in all projects. For 
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example, during the project start phase students have to gather background 

information about related (previous) projects and the people who have been involved 

in those projects. This entails that students must have access to all documents that are 

related to previous projects. Next, students must also be able to search these 

documents and retrieve those most relevant to their current project.  

Besides the support of finding related projects, we also want to support students in 

finding the right people to provide information about related projects as well as field 

experts.  

Following [3], the information need of our users can be individual, may change 

through time and is context-dependent. Search results of the typical search engine 

using lexical methods provide query results independent of user and context and are 

incomplete and imprecise [4]. Instead, we want students to find matches based on 

semantic similarity. Also, the methods behind typical search engines are aimed at vast 

amounts of material with a very diverse nature. Our users’ needs are dependent on a 

much smaller and more precise context such as the document collection maintained 

by Cooper partners like ALaRI, Open University and L3S. A useful method to use for 

our purpose is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) of which an extensive overview 

including applications is available [5, 6]. 

1.2   Latent Semantic Analysis 

LSA is a technique with which documents can be compared to each other by 

representing them as text vectors. The basis of LSA is the representation of a corpus 

of documents into a term by document matrix, holding the frequency for every 

occurring term per document. This allows a document to be represented as a vector of 

term frequencies.  

When analysing a corpus we turn the material into a ‘bag of words’ without 

syntactic information. However, we can then calculate similarities between the 

documents by calculating the distance or angle between the vectors. Furthermore, 

LSA takes this a step further in that it projects vectors in a multidimensional space 

that is abstracted from the original data. This can be explained by looking at each of 

the three steps that construct LSA. 

During the first step, the original term x document matrix is used for singular value 

decomposition (SVD). This results in a diagonal matrix containing singular values 

and two orthogonal rotation matrices. The number of singular values > 0 are the 

number of dimensions in the data. 

During the second step the material is reduced. This means that the smallest 

singular values and corresponding rows and columns in the rotation matrices are 

identified and excluded from further analysis.  

During the third step the reduced material is used as a basis to reproduce the 

original material.  

In other terms, LSA explains the content of a text as the weighted sum of 

underlying constructs. This makes LSA similar to more commonly used methods as 

Principal Component analysis and Factor Analysis.

When doing a query (comparing a document to the vector model created earlier), 

before it can lead to any meaningful results from the corpus, the query document is 
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subjected to the same process as described above. A schematic overview of the 

comparison of a query with a corpus is given in Figure 1.  

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the LSA process, taken from [4] p. 7. 

1.3 Assumptions and requirements 

Because a semantic space is a mathematical representation of an amount of text, 

the corpus underlying it must be large enough so the machine can ‘learn the language’ 

in order to produce meaningful query results. Because the corpora an institution like 

ALaRI can offer is not big enough, it must be enlarged by using a general corpus that 

serves the process of ‘learning the language’. Documents contained in this corpus will 

of course not be presented to the user as query results. Several large corpora that can 

serve this purpose are available, for examples see [14]. A lot of these were 

constructed by laborious work and are therefore only available freely for research 

purposes. Of course, the language of the corpus must be the same as the language of 

the query; otherwise results will have no meaning. 

In Cooper, the basic idea is to use a document as a query with which related 

people, projects and documents can be found. This means that a connection to the 

underlying Cooper database containing that information is required. It is our intention 

to provide an LSA engine as a webservice that can be ‘plugged’ into the platform. 

The query process is designed as follows: 

First, a query result will lead to a number of semantically related documents. They 

can be listed depending on the strength of their relationship with the query document. 

Depending on the amount of returned results it is useful to list only the documents 

with a relation above a certain threshold, for example 0.6. However, sometimes the 

highest correlation may only be 0.5 or lower. Depending on experiments it should be 

decided where a meaningful cut-off point should be set.  
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Second, the authors of each document are found in the database underlying the 

Cooper platform.  These authors are listed as experts on a certain area.  

Third, other data such as availability of a person can be checked and reported along 

with the name. The user’ personal profile of the Cooper platform provides several 

entries for people to add their location, availability and so forth.  

Finally, the student who performed the query now knows what documents are 

related, from which projects they originated and who were involved in writing them 

and where and when they may be reached.  

Depending on the rules within the organization, several restrictions can be added to 

the system. These must be visual for the student. For example, external parties may 

not be contacted after a project ends so in the query results they should be listed as 

such or not listed at all. 

These assumptions and requirements have implications on a technical level. Most 

of these are known but not all have been evaluated in practice. The fourth paragraph 

introduces a first implementation at the Advanced Learning and Research Institute 

(ALaRI). 

2 Toolbox

Most of the currently available tools for LSA, such as GTP [12] and R [13] are not 

equipped to perform the required steps for a complete latent semantic analysis (i.e. 

pre-processing of the documents, turning them into a Term x Document matrix and 

perform the SVD) in a web based environment. Because the Cooper platform is web 

based, we develop an LSA engine that is built in a modular fashion and is suitable for 

our web based experiments.  

Available tools (especially GTP) are very sensitive to the format of the source 

documents. GTP works best with plain ASCII [12] and may not perform the SVD 

correctly (or may not perform it at all) if the source documents don’t fulfil its 

requirements. During the development of our LSA engine we eliminated this problem 

by allowing it to directly access source formats like *.pdf, *.doc and *.ppt without 

initial conversion to plain ASCII. We intend to eventually support Unicode with our 

LSA engine. That would allow the processing of materials in different languages and 

character sets. Our LSA engine supports importing source documents from (hard) 

disk, file transfer protocol (ftp) and network news transfer protocol (nntp).  Once the 

location of the source documents is known pre-processing can take place. 

Pre-processing the source materials should result in a Term x Document matrix 

which can be use to perform the SVD analysis. However, this requires a fixed order 

for some steps in the pre-processing phase. Scripting the process allows for certain 

steps to be optional, thus offering the user a choice to incorporate these steps or not. 

Also, a series of analyses can be scripted.  

To perform the SVD, an application like SVDLibC or GTP is used. The use of a 

single and separate application for complex calculations makes the LSA engine less 

sensitive to errors. Because of the modular setup other analysis tools like Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) or Semi-discrete Decomposition (SDD) are easily 

substituted in the process. The LSA engine saves the result of each step in the process. 
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This allows further processing of intermediate results like word counts for tag clouds. 

A uniform format is used to automatically transform the output of the SVD. This 

allows for further processing of the final results using tooling different from ours. 

The LSA engine is usable in multiple scripting environments such as PHP, ASP or 

VB/Jscript. Further adaptation to the users needs in scripting environments are 

possible, which further increases flexibility. At the moment, a layer for several PHP 

versions is available. Other layers like ActiveX for ASP and VB/Jscript can be 

created when desired. Of course, it is also possible to build the engine into a ‘classic’ 

stand-alone application. 

We want to further develop the LSA engine to support (1) the import of websites 

and sitemaps; (2) cutting documents; (3) Unicode; (4) scaling a query vector and (5) 

Support Vector Machines. 

2.1 Architecture 

Figure 2. shows a schematic overview of the architecture. 

Fig. 2. Architecture of the LSA engine  

At the bottom layer of our architecture there is a sparse matrix library which was 

designed separately. Here the mathematical processing is performed, while separate 

applications that take care of the SVD are called.   

On top of this layer, the actual LSA engine is built that performs the following 

tasks:

 Pre-process source documents; 

 Construct the Term x Document matrix; 

 Call a separate SVD application; 

 Execute a query. 
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The final layer around the LSA engine processes the call of the engine in an environment like 

PHP. This layer facilitates the use of the engine in interactive (web) applications.  

3 Future assessment: implementation at ALaRi 

In this section we present a specific case study: the implementation of LSA 

techniques at the Masters of Engineering in Embedded Systems Design at the 

Advanced Learning and Research Institute (ALaRI), University of Lugano, 

Switzerland [8]. ALaRI is a higher education institution and a school of excellence 

with geographically dispersed students and/or tutors.  It offers an innovative teaching 

and research program for specialisation in embedded systems. 

The case study offers a rather unique learning and collaboration scenario due to 

the roles played by industrial and academic partners of the AlaRI institute. In 

particular, the two sides contribute to the training of the master students in different 

ways, but both share the problem of integrating remote and face-to-face interaction 

with the students and with other stakeholders. A unique characteristic of ALaRI is 

that it represents a remote faculty with face-to-face learning in which teachers from 

different universities around the world come to ALaRI for a lecture period of one/two 

weeks. Moreover, during their Master program, students participate in 

multidisciplinary projects focusing on real and relevant problems which are usually 

identified by external institutions. The different actors revolving around a Master 

project also need to interact remotely to participate in the completion of the research 

work. 

A first implementation of a remote collaboration platform for the ALaRI institute 

has been developed in [9]. However, an important requirement not addressed in [9] is 

to fully develop a Knowledge Base (KB) for the institute and its partners enabling the 

sharing of information among the different actors.   

3.1 Question Answering and the ALaRI knowledge base 

In this section we present the use of the Question Answering service in a first 

implementation of the ALaRI KB developed in the context of the Cooper project. 

Such a KB can integrate several services such as the Question Answering service for 

information retrieval. The web application was designed using a high-level modelling 

language called WebML [10] and then deployed using an automatic code generator, 

Webratio [11].  

The KB is composed of a data model and a navigational model. The data model of 

the KB shown in Figure 3 is a simplified representation of the EntityRelationship 

diagram, in which only the main entities are drawn, with their minimum set of 

attributes. Besides the classical relationships between Author, Document and Personal 

Identity Profile (meaning the user), there are two specific relations: the Linked_by 

and the Ownership. The first takes into account the number of users which have 

“linked” a given document into their document folder. Such a relationship represents 

a sort of “ranking” of a given document. The higher the number of “links” to a 
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document, the higher it will be valued. The Ownership relationship is added to store 

the information regarding the owner of a document who has some access rights on it 

(e.g. the owner can modify and/or delete his uploaded documents).  

Fig. 3. Knowledge Base Data Model 

Furthermore, a document may belong to a project. In that case a record is added to 

the relationship among Project and Document. The data model is then used for 

developing the navigational model. The navigational model describes the composition 

of site views, areas and pages with the links between them. Moreover, it also includes 

the page's contents and structure. For more details about the navigational model see 

[10] and [11].  

The KB system has been developed according to the following requirements: The 

users allowed to access the KB are enabled to upload documents, search the 

repository, organize all interesting documents into private folders and build and share 

a project bibliography.  

The KB provides a multidirectional navigation capability among authors, 

documents and folders. For instance, the user might start browsing the KB, find one 

interesting document, get details on it; see its owner, or its authors profiles; move on 

to the related projects; get reports about those projects, see which professor has 

supervised them, and so on. Details of a specific document can be used as a basis to 

decide if that document is worth while to be used in a LSA query. If so, all 

semantically related documents and additional detail information are retrieved by the 

Question Answering service. 

Several examples of KB pages with their contents are shown below. Figure 4 

shows a sample structure of a possible Document detail page. Notice that a specific 

unit (in the top left corner) is in charge to publish, at runtime (once the page will be 

requested), the recommended documents related to the selected one. An example of 

how the Document detail page structure is rendered in a web page is shown in Figure 

5. The Document Detail web page includes basic document metadata (title, abstract, 

etc.) plus links to: (1) cached copy of the document; (2) authors, (3) related projects; 

(4) related virtual folders of the logged user and (5) the profile of the user who 
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uploaded the document. Available actions (in the bottom area) are (1) adding 

document to own folders (including bibliography) and (2) link document to a 

project’s inbox.  

Finally, in the highlighted box are the recommended documents provided by the 

LSA engine, ordered by correlation value (highest on top). The Project's Inbox acts as 

a container for suggested documents, in which a user recommends documents 

manually. Any user that found an interesting document can suggest the given 

document by “sending it” to a Project Inbox for further evaluation.  

Fig. 4. Document Detail page Model 
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Fig. 5. Document Detail page in Knowledge Base system 

4 Conclusion 

This article first introduced Question Answering and its use by means of Latent 

Semantic Analysis in the Cooper platform. LSA was briefly explained as well as the 

development of a toolbox and the architecture behind its implementation in the 

platform. Then a more elaborate description was given of an environment in which 

the implementation of Question Answering techniques is planned. 

Much work still needs to be done in order to develop a fully operational LSA 

webservice that can be plugged into the Cooper platform. This will include further 

development of the LSA engine and the webservice layer, on the refinement of pre-

processing and the use of corpora and queries as well as work on the Cooper 

environment itself and the implementation of the webservice into that environment. 

The paths to be taken are clear and chances are good we can reach the aims we have 

set.
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